ACROSS
1. __ Punk: "Get Lucky" duo
5. Regard highly
11. Sand dune conveyance
15. Spanish "Look!"
19. Spaghetti __cutanesca
20. Myocardium, e.g.
21. Sprinkler hookup
22. Heaps
23. Places (down)
24. Legume that helps quell anxiety?
27. Horror film director Aster
28. Divest (of)
29. __ Chef; meal kit company
30. Runaway hit
31. "My mind is often in the gutter..."
33. Crush, in gamer slang
38. Elation
39. Ethiopia's Selassie
40. Looked forward to
44. Humanitarian/chef Andrés who founded World Central Kitchen
46. Bonobo, e.g.
47. Shiny fabric
49. "I __ you one!"
50. Mattel game with 108 cards
51. Decennial survey
54. Charge
55. Go toe-to-toe
56. Mayor Tishaaura Jones's city: Abbrev.
57. Ergonomic kitchen gadget brand
58. Device that blocks all commercial endorsements?
61. Participated
64. Garlands that symbolize friendship
65. Basic needs for preserving a walnut?
72. Alan of "The Aviator"
75. Discovery org.
76. Bangkok currency
80. Ruling by a British finance minister?
86. Journalist Kaspian
87. __ milk
88. Race in place

DOWN
1. __ Lama
2. Sleep interrupter
3. Acting on one's own
4. Some future profs
5. Ashanti, for one
6. Leather with a fuzzy finish
8. Logical lead-in
9. Rivendell resident
10. CH3, chemically
11. Longtime orca performer
12. Solitary sort
13. Athy's title
14. Cidade de Rio neighborhood
15. Average
16. "I've still got fight left in me!"
17. "__ questions?"
25. Tug-of-war need
26. Form, as a jury
27. GPS option
32. Real Madrid cheer
33. Cries of understanding
34. Eagerly accept, as praise
35. Von Trapp sister
36. "Dinner is getting cold!"
37. Sage
39. Particulars, informally
40. Tank's friend
41. Club in a Manilow hit
42. Fig, on a blue card
43. A yellow flower
44. "I__ you one!"
45. Club in a Manilow hit
46. "I__ you one!"
47. "I__ you one!"
48. A yellow flower
49. "I__ you one!"
50. A yellow flower
51. A yellow flower
52. A yellow flower
53. A yellow flower
54. A yellow flower
55. A yellow flower
56. A yellow flower
57. A yellow flower
58. A yellow flower
59. A yellow flower
60. A yellow flower
61. A yellow flower
62. A yellow flower
63. A yellow flower
64. A yellow flower
65. A yellow flower
66. A yellow flower
67. A yellow flower
68. A yellow flower
69. A yellow flower
70. A yellow flower
71. A yellow flower
72. Alan of "The Aviator"
73. Discovery org.
74. Bangkok currency
75. British finance minister?
76. Journalist Kaspian
77. Race in place
78. Cricket number
79. Ruling by a British finance minister?
80. Ruling by a British finance minister?